
English Home Learning  
Week of 24th-28th April 2017 

Due in on Friday 28th April 2017 

English Home Learning 

Reading  
Read for 10 minutes and record in your reading record diary. Please can you fill in the ‘Parent 
Comment’ section or simply leave ‘a signature’ to inform us when you have read to your child at 
home. 

Handwriting 
Please practice copying words from the OLD handwriting booklets into the NEW yellow handwriting 

books, just like last week. Please write on the red lines. Letters with ascenders (l, t, h, d, k) will touch 

the sky (top blue line) and letter with descenders (p, g, j, y) will go down deep into the sea (bottom 

blue lines). 

 

Please have your child copy the phrase below into their books as well. 

Continents are a part of land where countries are grouped. Ordered from largest in size to smallest, they 

are: Asia, Africa, North America, South America, Antarctica, Europe, and Australia. 

 

 -Please also make sure the sentence begins with a capital letter and ends in a full stop. 

 -Capital letters are left unjoined. 

Spelling  
Complete the Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check in your spelling book for Monday - Thursday and NOT 
Friday. Other ways to practice may include: writing sentences, looking up meanings to words, and 
highlighting tricky parts. Alternatively, you could say a word from your child’s spelling book aloud and 
see if they can spell out the word back to you. 

 

English Tasks 

This portion of the weekly task is OPTIONAL. In IPC, ‘The Earth our Home’, the children have been 
learning about how we can make a difference to the world that we live in.  
 
Task 
Can you write down how you can help to save our environment? 
For example: You can help to protect the animals in the environment by making sure that you put all of your 
rubbish into the bins. 

 
Choose a level of challenge below from 
options 1,2 or 3, to complete the task question 
above. 
 
1.Write down a list using bullet points. 
2.Write in full sentences using conjunctions 
from the table to link your ideas together.   
3-To write in a paragraph including transition 
words, sentence starters, and conjunctions 
(see example below) to add detail to your 
work. 
For example: Our environment is important to 
us because the Earth is important not only for 
humans, but also for plants and animals. In 
addition to this… 

 
Remember to: 
1) Write the task question at the top of your work, and then choose your level of challenge to write into your 
literacy home learning book.    2) Use a cursive font. 

Transition Words Sentence Starters  Conjunctions 

- First,  

- Also,   

- Additionally,  

- In addition,  

- Furthermore,  

- Plus,  

- Next,   

- Meanwhile 

- On the other 

hand 

-To protect the 
environment you can…. 
 
-Our environment is 
important to us.. 
 
- We need to help to 
save it because… 
 
-By turning off the 
lights each day will help 
to… 

- and 

- for 

- but 

- because  

- since  

- although 

- so 

- when 
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